Total-Cure Guitar Finishing UV System

Less Time, Less Effort.....Better & Stronger Finish

Perfection in Automated UV Curing

The Total-Cure Guitar Finishing UV System provides a complete cure for the most demanding guitar bodies and finishes without creating damaging heat build up. This unit provides you with programmable curing profile capabilities that are stored as selectable recipes. These recipes allow you to select UV curing parameters on demand and provide the cure for the variety of your finishing needs. Simply choose your profile, insert your guitar, and hit start.

- Thin finish thickness
- High intensity – Low heat
- Superior scratch resistance
- 100% Solids - NO VOC’s (Green-Friendly Technology)
- Dry finishes in seconds!

The SPDI Fully Automated UV Curing Cabinet can accommodate any configuration needed to cure your guitars quickly & safely, and it is all done automatically.


“In my experience in the UV world everyone seems to complicate every thing about UV technology, throwing out big terms and chemistry that I don't really care about. The big question is, does it work or not? Talk is cheap. SPDI offered a machine that works. They are a creative company who doesn’t hide behind big words and price tags. I foresee a long future with SPDI and PRS Guitars.”

Matt Eriza
Finish Supervisor
Paul Reed Smith Guitars (PRS)